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adjustments, one can also separately select Pitch and Level
matching as part of or instead of the time matching process,
each section with tweakable parameters. If you set Tolerance
and associated settings too strongly, you can almost make a
double track sound unison! You can load and save presets and
set a new user default preset if you want to regularly use
certain settings for Quick APT without even looking at the
Revoice app subsequently.

Make Warp and preserve the vibrato rate

Synchro Arts
Revoice Pro 4
The clever voice manipulation software adds new
features. GEORGE SHILLING lines up and pitches in
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ynchro Arts invented the clever
Vocalign software some years
ago. It instantly matches dubbed
vocals’ timing to guide audio
using multiple push-pull time stretches
within sentences or vocal lines. Invaluable
to practitioners of ADR in movie
production, grateful pop producers in
music studios also enjoyed using it for
tidying up backing vocals — double
tracked parts and harmonies – when
going for a slick, perfectly synchronised
chorus. I made occasional use of it over
the years, but resorted to Melodyne or
Autotune for pitch correction. It’s sister
and successor Revoice Pro added pitch
manipulation to the synchronisation
techniques of Vocalign and has been
steadily gaining traction for vocal
manipulation. Version 4 claims to add
over 70 improvements over the previous
incarnation, and a number of features
steer it towards music use, while it also
retains and enhances dialogue
manipulation features.
I switched from Vocalign to Revoice
Pro quite some time ago and used it for
similar functionality, e.g. lining up
backing vocals and harmonies when
some tightening is needed. Using the
Audiosuite ‘Quick APT’ (Audio Process
Transfer) function this is pretty easy to
do, the only caveat being that you need
to launch the Revoice app to run in the
background before processing.
However, the Audiosuite plug-ins now
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include a handy Start button to launch
Revoice Pro which then turns into a
Show button to switch between
programs more easily. The default
setting lines things up neatly, but there is
far more that can be tweaked; in
Revoice the Process window lets you
adjust parameters of timing adjustment
such as Tolerance, Flexibility and an
adjustable setting to protect transients.
Revoice Pro 4 now uses third generation
timing algorithms and separate Music
and Dialogue APT modes, and it’s
clearly much improved over earlier
versions. The new Music mode is more
respectful of the musical detail although
it still effectively clamps the timing
together. Additional to Timing

A second Audiosuite function is Doubler, and this quickly
generates impressively convincing double tracked vocals from
a single line; simply ‘Capture’ the source, then select an
adjacent blank track and ‘Spot’ the generated audio there. If
you want to make more extensive use of Revoice Pro’s
features, then it is a case of using the third Audiosuite plugin
which is a link to transfer back and forth between Revoice and
Pro Tools. However, if you have an ARA2 supporting DAW like
Studio One 4 then this transfer now happens in the
background continuously, and editing data is saved with your
session, (although Revoice seemed to be constantly
handshaking and blinking in this early incarnation). Once audio
is transferred in, a world of manipulation opens up, and either
transfer method is quicker than rival plug-ins’ real-time audio
transference. There is a bit of a learning curve, and rightclicking is the way to find most functions, but there are
single-stroke shortcuts which you can now customise and
save multiple sets.
To get into tuning adjustment you need to ‘Make Warp’.
Piano roll editing of tuning and timing is possible, with some
interesting bonus features. Much like Melodyne’s automatic
correct pitch feature, you can select a range and then use a
slider to bring notes into tune. There is an amazing new feature
to retain vibrato when shortening or lengthening notes; this
cleverly preserves the vibrato rate rather than just stretching it
with the note length. It works well, and you can get even more
fiddly with it by adding warp points to vary intensity and
speed at different times.
Pressing the S key is a shortcut to a graphic representation
of the vocal track with all the esses, v’s and breaths
highlighted. It’s easy to then drag those sections up or down in
level for intricate and effective manual de-essing. A useful new
feature is the addition of pitch correction to a particular scale,
and you can now choose whether the default pitch anchor is
at the beginning, middle or end of notes. I did initially miss the
pitch drift correction feature of Melodyne where it will iron out
multiple drifts in different directions within the same note. But
you can angle notes to move upwards or downwards, so with
a bit of patience, there’s really nothing that you can’t achieve
with the comprehensive tools found in Revoice, like the clever
Smooth Join and the handy new Reset tools, and you can
make pitch crossfades even with ‘pitch protected’ notes.
Splitting and joining notes will not cause any jumps or pops,
and the algorithm is arguably the most natural sounding
manipulation available.

VERDICT
PROS

Superb vocal tuning, timing correction and adjustment,
de-essing feature, unique vibrato character retention,
ARA2 integration.

CONS

Daunting appearance and learning curve for newcomers,
important functions hidden under a right-click, sometimes
obscure terminology, undo can seem slow to function.
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